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Purpose of SmartPark

To demonstrate 

technology for conveying real-time information on

parking availability to truckers on the road















Work Plan 

		Phase 1 (05/07 – 11/08)

		 Demonstrate technologies for 	accurately and reliably determining 	number of spaces available for truck 	parking at a truck stop/rest area

		 Down-select one technology for 	proceeding into Phase 2











FMCSA’s work plan for SmartPark is comprised of two phases.  The first phase is intended  to demonstrate a technology for accurately and reliably determining the number of parking spaces available for  trucks at a truck stop or rest stop.



Many of the technologies available for use for monitoring car parking cannot be applied without difficulty to monitoring truck parking because while cars are pretty much homogeneous in size, trucks are variable in length, height, and the number of trailers.   Two different vendors representing two different technologies were purposefully chosen for demonstration in Phase I.  If one were to not succeed, FMCSA would have a back-up.



Phase I consists of several important tasks:  compiling a work plan, concept of operations, performance requirements, test plan, and evaluation plan.  After these important systems engineering documents are completed, the predominant part of Phase I comes.  This is a six-month long field operations test to determine the accuracy and reliability of technology in use.  The testing period includes one season of inclement, winter weather. 



The results of the field operations should yield data to determine which technology is better in terms of accuracy and reliability.  This technology will be selected for continuation into Phase 2.









Work Plan 

		Phase 2 (1/09 – 1/10)

		 Calibrate sensors 

		 Add parking information dissemination to 	truckers (e.g., HAR and VMS)

		 Equip adjacent truck stops/rest areas with 	parking space monitors 

		 Add capability for tracking historical usage of a 	truck stop/rest area

		 Add capability for assigning truck parking 	spaces at a paved, striped area

		 Add capability for making truck parking 	reservations

		 Add business plan for sustaining operation 









Phase II of SmartPark covers an additional four or five years beyond  the base period of one year for Phase I.  



While Phase I did not include any interaction with truckers, Phase II includes disseminating real-time information on parking availability to truckers on  the road.   Because most of the truckers are very small fleets of independent owner-operators, FMCSA stipulated in  the statement of work that no additional equipment be required to be installed by truckers to receive parking information.  Thus, highway advisory radio (HAR) and variable message signs (VMS) will be used for information dissemination.  Cell phones for dissemination of parking information are not considered an option at this time for safety reasons.



The ultimate goal of the SmartPark project is the capability to divert truckers from parking areas that are full to parking areas that have space.  Thus, FMCSA intends to equip additional, adjacent truck stops/rest areas for the purpose of linking them together to make progress towards that goal.









Contract Awards for Phase I

		Foster Miller

		 Imaging Technology

		 Demonstration site

		Charleton WB (public), I-90 

		Vehicle Sense

		 Magnetic sensor technology

		 Demonstration sites

		Mile Marker 9 (public), NB, I-95

		Interstate Travel Plaza (private), NB, US-1  









The two most qualified vendors from the competitive procurement for SmartPark were Foster-Miller and Vehicle Sense.  By coincidence, both vendors and their demonstration sites are located in Massachusetts.  Both contractors officially started the same date (May 6, 2007) , have the same deadlines to meet,  including eighteen months to complete Phase I.  



The advantage of having both test sites in the same geographic locale is that the weather and climate conditions will be the same for both demonstrations. 

 

Foster Miller proposes use of a video imaging technology for monitoring parking space availability.   It will demonstrate its technology at the Charlton Service area on westbound I-90 (Massachusetts Turnpike).  

Vehicle Sense proposes use of a magnetic sensing technology for monitoring parking space availability.  It will demonstrate its technology at two locations:  Mile Marker 9 rest area on I-95 northbound and Interstate Travel Plaza on U.S. 1 northbound.  









Foster-Miller Approach





Demonstration Test Site Location:

Charlton (WB) rest area on I-90



The Charleton Service Plaza is about 50 miles west of Boston.









Foster-Miller Approach

		Foster-Miller





quon.kwan (q)



The Foster Miller approach uses a counting  technology to keep track of the number of truck parking spaces available.  The technology counts the number of trucks entering and the number of trucks leaving.  The difference between the two numbers is the number of trucks present in the area.  The difference between the number of trucks present in the area and the total capacity of the area gives the number of parking spaces available.



The technology used to count trucks entering or leaving is the AutoScope video camera.  An entering or leaving vehicle crosses multiple trip lines.  Software is used to adjust for lighting conditions and to detect and classify the vehicle (i.e., car or truck) .













Foster-Miller Approach







As shown in the diagram, there will be one Autoscope (vehicle detection) camera viewing the entry and one Autoscope camera  viewing the exit.  Both cameras will be powered by a solar batter power unit (red lines).  Digital data (black lines) from the camera will be transmitted by Intuicom Ethernet Radio signals (blue lines) to a receiver (Intuicom Ethernet Radio Dual Antennas) in the main building.  



The Ruggedcom Switch allows switching among a variety of web cameras depending on the view of the parking lot desired.  A recorder is also hooked up for later viewing.  The digital video data is transmitted over the internet. 
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Foster-Miller Approach







The truck parking area has a capacity for 42 trucks.  The challenges are several:  the truck parking area is unpaved and unstriped. [Fortunately, truckers display courtesy in parking straight and taking up minimal space leaving room for the next trucker.]  Another challenge is that the fueling station is in the truck parking area.  Occasionally, a passenger automobile travels into the truck parking area.  Vice versa, occasionally a truck travels into the car parking area.  Another challenge is that the capacity can vary depending on policy determination by the Turnpike Authority.  [However, the technology must achieve an accurate and reliable count regardless of the capacity].     



The service area is leased by and operated by MacDonald’s from the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority.









Vehicle Sense Approach







 







Vehicle Sense will demonstrate its technology at two different locations.  One is a public rest area (indicated by purple cross) at Mile Marker 9 on I-95 northbound (at Attleboro)  with a capacity for 27 trucks.  The rest area is owned by Massachusetts Highways  Department and operated by the county.  Mile Marker 9 is a mixed parking area – where cars and trucks mix.  Thus, both entry/exit and individual parking space sensors will be installed.



The second is a private truck stop (indicated by red square), Interstate Travel Plaza, on U.S. 1 northbound (at Wrentham) located 3-4 miles northwest from and easily accessible by I-495 from Mile Marker 9.  The private truck stop has a capacity for 50 trucks.  There is a $8.00/night charge for parking if there is no fuel purchase.  The truck parking area is unpaved and unstriped.  Entry and exit from the truck parking area is controlled, and there is no mixing with cars.

Thus, this truck parking area is pure parking – only entry/exit sensors will be installed.

Induction loops at both entry and exit are available to serve as confirmation.   









Vehicle Sense Approach





Vehicle Detection Unit -- Magnetic Sensor



Shown on the left:  the vehicle detection unit is a magnetic sensor that registers when a large massive metallic object, such as a truck, disturbs the earth’s magnetic field around it. Coke can is shown for comparison of size.

The sensor operates on lithium-ion batteries that last about five to seven years depending on frequency of use.  

The sensors conserve electricity by using the batteries only when an event is triggered (e.g., dead battery, space becomes occupied, and space becomes unoccupied) .



Shown on the right:  a sensor is installed by burying it in the pavement.   









Vehicle Sense Approach

		Mile Marker 9 

		Public (free)

		27 Legal truck parking spaces (paved)

		Car parking separated

		Only one entry/exit

		Parking 24 hrs/day

		Restrooms 12 hrs/day

		Magnetic Sensors

		2 per space

		2 at Entry

		2 at Exit





Vehicle Sense uses two approaches to monitor truck parking availability depending on whether the parking area is pure parking or mixed parking: pure parking and mixed parking.



The mixed parking approach is exemplified at Mile Marker 9 while the pure parking approach is exemplified at Interstate Travel Plaza.



In mixed parking, cars and trucks can mix.  In such areas, a pair of sensors is installed in each individual parking space.  The difference between the number of occupied spaces and the capacity gives the number of spaces available. Additional confirmation comes from data from the entry and exit sensors.









Vehicle Sense Approach

		Interstate Travel Plaza

		Private (fee)

		45 Legal truck parking spaces (unpaved)

		No car parking

		Only one entry/exit

		Parking 24 hrs/day

		Fuel & retail 18 hrs/day

		Magnetic Sensors

		2 at Entry

		2 at Exit









Vehicle Sense uses two approaches to monitor truck parking availability depending on whether the parking area is pure parking or mixed parking.



The mixed parking approach is exemplified at Mile Marker 9 while  the pure parking approach is exemplified at Interstate Travel Plaza.



n pure parking, the technology detects and counts the number of trucks entering and the number of trucks leaving.  The difference between the two numbers is the number of trucks present in the area.  The difference between the number of trucks present in the area and the total capacity of the area gives the number of parking spaces available.











Vehicle Sense Approach

		Base Station Units (BSU) 

		Collect data from a set of 5 to 10 magnetic sensors

		None required at Interstate Travel Plaza



 

		Parking Area Relay (PAR) 

		Collects data from all BSUs 

		Aggregates data for entire parking area

		Sends aggregated data to operations control center 



BSU

PAR



No base station units are required at Interstate Travel Plaza because there are only two exit sensors and two entry sensors.  The data from all  the sensors can be collected and aggregated by the parking area relay. 









Vehicle Sense Approach
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Phase 1 is only concerned with the gray-colored boxes.  Phase 2 will involve the other boxes if Phase 1 is successful.









Schedule

		Install equipment			now

		Begin 6-month field test	03/08

		Progress review meeting	04/08

		End field test 			09/08

		Final report (Phase 1) 		11/08

		Review Meeting (Phase 1)	12/08

		Begin Phase 2			01/09





Dates are tentative.



Phase 2 is contingent on a successfully demonstrated technology in Phase 1 and on funding from Congressional appropriation.









For more information:

FMCSA SmartPark Project Manager

Quon Kwan

quon.kwan@dot.gov

(202) 385-2389
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FMCSA


			Mission:  





To reduce the number and severity of CMV crashes and enhance the efficiency of CMV operations by: 


Conducting systematic studies directed toward fuller scientific discovery, knowledge, or understanding;


Adopting, testing, and deploying innovative driver, carrier, vehicle, and roadside best practices and technologies.


			Goal:





Reduce the CMV fatality rate to 1.6 per 100 million CMV miles traveled by 2008











Background


			Fatigue accounts for 8.15% of all fatal truck crashes


			Lack of safe, available parking contributes to truck driver fatigue


			NTSB in 2000 recommended FMCSA guide  on truck parking locations & availability


			FHWA in 2002 recommended ITS deployment to provide parking information 




















Purpose of SmartPark


To develop, test, 


and demonstrate 


an effective, 


innovative technology 


for conveying 


real-time information 


on availability of parking at truck/rest stops to truckers on the road











Accomplishments to Date 


			FHWA ITS JPO approved project for FMCSA to implement





			White paper, “Intelligent Transportation Systems and Truck Parking”, 





	now posted at 


www.fmcsa.dot.gov











Next Steps


			Publish Broad Agency Announcement (BAA) of solicitation for concept papers, April 2005


			Phase I:	Select 2-3 offerors to submit 





		more detailed proposals


			Phase II:	Select best proposal for 





		funding of demonstration 


		and evaluation











For more information:


Quon Kwan


Quon.Kwan@fmcsa.dot.gov


(202) 385-2389


TTY Access: (800) 877-8339
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Purpose of SmartPark

To demonstrate 
technology for 
conveying real-time 
information on
parking availability to 
truckers on the road



Work Plan 

Phase 1 (05/07 – 11/08)
Demonstrate technologies for 

accurately and reliably determining 
number of spaces available for truck 
parking at a truck stop/rest area

Down-select one technology for 
proceeding into Phase 2



Work Plan 

Phase 2 (1/09 – 1/10)
Calibrate sensors 
Add parking information dissemination to 

truckers (e.g., HAR and VMS)
Equip adjacent truck stops/rest areas with 

parking space monitors 
Add capability for tracking historical usage of a 

truck stop/rest area
Add capability for assigning truck parking 

spaces at a paved, striped area
Add capability for making truck parking 

reservations
Add business plan for sustaining operation 



Contract Awards for Phase I

Foster Miller
Imaging Technology

Demonstration site
Charleton WB (public), I-90 

Vehicle Sense
Magnetic sensor technology

Demonstration sites
Mile Marker 9 (public), NB, I-95

Interstate Travel Plaza (private), NB, US-1  



Foster-Miller Approach

Demonstration Test Site Location:
Charlton (WB) rest area on I-90



q1

Foster-Miller Approach

Foster-Miller



Slide 8

q1 quon.kwan, 8/27/2007



Foster-Miller Approach



Foster-Miller Approach



Vehicle Sense Approach



Vehicle Sense Approach

Vehicle Detection Unit -- Magnetic Sensor



Vehicle Sense Approach

Mile Marker 9 
Public (free)
27 Legal truck parking 
spaces (paved)
Car parking separated
Only one entry/exit
Parking 24 hrs/day
Restrooms 12 hrs/day

Magnetic Sensors
2 per space
2 at Entry
2 at Exit



Vehicle Sense Approach

Interstate Travel Plaza
Private (fee)
45 Legal truck parking 
spaces (unpaved)
No car parking
Only one entry/exit
Parking 24 hrs/day
Fuel & retail 18 hrs/day

Magnetic Sensors
2 at Entry
2 at Exit



Vehicle Sense Approach

Base Station Units (BSU) 
Collect data from a set of 5 
to 10 magnetic sensors
None required at Interstate 
Travel Plaza

Parking Area Relay (PAR) 
Collects data from all BSUs
Aggregates data for entire 
parking area
Sends aggregated data to 
operations control center 

BSU

PAR



Vehicle Sense Approach

Smart Park System

Reporting, System
Management and

Integration APIs

Magnetic sensors
(Vehicle Detectors)

Parking Area
Relays/Controllers / Access

Control System

Variable Message Signs

Third-party tools
and software

511 System

Websites

Reservation System

Highway Advisory Radio



Schedule

Install equipment now
Begin 6-month field test 03/08
Progress review meeting 04/08
End field test 09/08
Final report (Phase 1) 11/08
Review Meeting (Phase 1) 12/08
Begin Phase 2 01/09



For more information:

FMCSA SmartPark Project Manager
Quon Kwan

quon.kwan@dot.gov
(202) 385-2389
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